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Bridge Built 1500 to 1700
Bridge Built 1500 or earlier

No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

Y1

Addingham Footbridge

SE 085 496

BUILD
DATE
17/18th C

Y2

Apperley Bridge

SE 194 380

1601

Y3

Burbage Brook PH Bridge

SK 263 815

17/18th C

Y4

Close Gate PH Bridge

SE 029 121

17/18th C

Y5

Elvington Bridge

SE 705 477

c1500

Y6

Hebble Hole Clapper Bridge

SD 968 282

17/18th C

Y7

Hebden PH Bridge

SD 992 273

1510

Y8

Horsford Clapper Bridge

SE 245 387

17/18th C

Y9

Ilkley Bridge

SE 112 481

17th C

Y10

Ireland Bridge

SE 105 394

1686

Y11

Kexby Bridge

SE 705 511

1650

Y12

Lady’s Bridge

SK 357 878

15th C

Y13

Lumb Packhorse Bridge

SD 992 314

17/18th C

Y14

Mellor Bridge

SE 047 117

17/18th C

Y15

Mytholmroyd Bridge

SE 013 260

1684

Y16

Newsholme Dean Bridge

SE 019 405

17/18th C

Y17

Otley Bridge

SE 201 459

1228

Y18

Oxygrains PH Bridge

SE 004 158

17th C
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No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

Y19

Roche Abbey Bridge

SK 544 898

BUILD
DATE
14th C

Y20

Rotherham Bridge

SK 427 931

15th C

Y21

Rowlands Clapper Bridge

SK 591 928

17/18th C

Y22

Sowerby County Bridge

SE 059 235

1517

Y23

Strines Bridge

SD 959 285

17/18th C

Y24

Wakefield Bridge

SE 338 201

14th C

Y25

Wetherby Bridge

SE 404 480

1233

Y26

Wilberfoss Bridge

SE 732 510

15th C

Y27

Willow PH Bridge

SE 267 026

17/18th C

Information sheets are provided for the bridges listed.
Newsholme Dean Bridge, and Lumb Packhorse Bridge have not been visited.
Doncaster, St. Mary’s Bridge, a medieval stone bridge of 5 pointed arches, carrying a gatehouse and a chapel,
was recorded by Leland in the mid-16th century, as crossing the main southern arm of the River Don; he also noted
Friar’s Bridge, a 3-arched bridge crossing the northern arm of the river. St. Mary’s Bridge was replaced in the
1780s, but in 1959 when a modern bridge was being erected, foundations of the medieval bridge were uncovered.
The internet carries a newspaper photograph showing the imposts, with clear evidence of 7 chamfered ribs rising
into the soffits of one of the arches.
York, though not formally within the individual
Yorkshire areas is shown on the map, and I will
take the opportunity to say a little about bridges
there. Although no bridges in the city of York
are in my compendium, noteworthy bridges
were there in the past though they have left no
visible remains. My information has come
mainly, from a book by Wilson & Mee, included
in the general bibliography. Roman bridges,
part wooden, crossed the River Ouse 250m
upstream from the standing Ouse Bridge, but
until modern times, all later bridges including
the Anglo-Saxon and Danish wooden
structures were at the present location. After
the last of these collapsed in 1154, the first stone bridge was built, with 6 arches, but without drawings or
descriptions any statements about design and dimensions are speculative. The bridge did carry houses, a chapel,
a council chamber and a prison. In 1564 ice flows caused the collapse of the central arch(es) and piers, and the
Tudor replacement was built; there is no shortage of prints and paintings of it, and as illustration I include a copy of
a painting by Joseph Farington which is in York’s Merchant Adventurers’ Hall. It is suggested that 2 central arches
were replaced by a single 4-centred arch spanning 24.1m, and of width, 5m. The other arches may well have been
retained from the medieval bridge, though there was probably some refurbishment. The Tudor bridge lasted until
it was replaced in 1810, an event brought about in part by dilapidation, and part by a need for a wider carriageway.
That 3-arched bridge stands now, solid and well-proportioned, but mundane compared with its predecessor. It is
worth adding that a number of old bridges crossed York’s other river, the River Foss, namely Foss Bridge (15 th
century), Monk Bridge (16th century), Layerthorpe Bridge (15th century), and Castle Bridge (16th century), but all of
them have been replaced since 1700.
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Y1. Addingham Footbridge is in a village of
the same name to the east of Skipton on the
River Wharfe; it crosses the Town Beck near
to the 16th century parish church of St. Peter. It
is shown alongside as comprising a single
segmental arch, spanning c4.5m with single
flush arch rings. The low parapets are
distinctive, with steps and a peak at the centre
of the bridge, and enclose a track which is
c0.9m wide. The fabric is rubble. The Listing
suggests that the bridge might date to the
17th century, but I am inclined to use the catchall 17/18th century, given the absence of confirmatory information or distinctive features.
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Y2. Apperley Bridge in the township of the same name, carried the A658 road from Bradford to Harrogate until
bypassed fairly recently. The bridge has two segmental arches, spanning 13.5m each, with double arch rings in
two orders, and is ashlar built. (Pastscape suggests that the arches are slightly pointed, but the emphasis is
certainly on slightly, if at all). The bridge is known to have been widened downstream from the original 3.35m,
to give a carriageway 7m wide, though traces are hard to see in the soffits, and comparing with an old print, the
upstream face was clearly altered at the same time to incorporate a new cutwater which was topped with a
pilaster rather than rising to a refuge as had been the case before. This work was probably carried out in c1800.
It is thought that the bridge was built in 1601, and the view from upstream in the photograph is largely of that
bridge, although the later alterations are confusing. Access is reasonable though trees inhibit the view from
some angles.
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Y3. Burbage Brook PH Bridge is another
packhorse bridge which is impossible to date
accurately; I include it as 17/18th century
though the later date is perhaps more likely. It
is beyond the south-western outskirts of
Sheffield in the direction of Hathersage, and
near to the hillfort of Carl Wark; the Burbage
Brook flows to the River Derwent. Hinchcliffe
again supplies dimensions; the single segmental arch, which has distorted slightly as shown, spans 3.6m, and the
single arch rings are of dressed voussoirs but apparently there are only 2 stones at each location round the arch
across the width, extending 0.3 m and 1.2m making up the 1.5m bridge width. The long and short stones are
found alternately near each face, a curious construction, which may have something to do with the distortion at
the crown of the arch. There are no parapets, and the bridge is paved with slabs of millstone grit.
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Y4. Close Gate Bridge is high up the valley of
the River Colne to the west of Marsden,
carrying a track over a tributary, Haigh
Clough. It is just north of, and below the A62,
and is easily located from there. It comprises
a single segmental arch spanning 5.4m, made
of coursed rubble with rounded parapet
copings, and dressed voussoirs forming single
arch rings below hood moulds. The parapets
are 0.6m high and come to a pronounced
peak; the roughly paved track is 1.25m wide.
There is strong evidence that this bridge is on
an old packhorse route, but as is often the
case for such bridges it cannot be accurately dated, so the catch-all 17/18th century must suffice.
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Y5. Elvington Bridge carries the B1228 across the Yorkshire River Derwent between the villages of Elvington
and Sutton upon Derwent, some kilometres to the south-east of York. It comprises 2 segmental arches, each
with double chamfered arch rings in two orders, and which span c12.5m. The fabric is of magnesian limestone,
mixing coursed squared rubble with ashlar. The piers carry pointed cutwaters, upstream and downstream, which
rise to small rectangular refuges at the centre of the bridge; the carriageway is 3.6m wide, and the bridge has
not been widened. The tops of the parapets are modern, and the bridge splays outwards at its ends. Some of
the usual sources suggest that this splendid bridge was built or at least rebuilt in the late 17 th century, but its
appearance is much at odds with that suggestion. A stone bridge, which succeeded one or more wooden
bridges, was on the site by 1535 according to the British History website, and the arch design of the present
bridge looks far more commensurate with some time before then, say c1500, though there have been repairs
since; surprisingly it is not marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. Access is easy upstream from where the
photograph below was taken; the similar downstream face is much obscured by tree growth.
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Y6. Hebble Hole Clapper Bridge is a footbridge crossing the Colden Water, a tributary of the River Calder,
below a track called Hudson Mill Road, to the north-west of Hebden Bridge. The design is unusual, and I regret
being able to observe and photograph it only at some distance. The surface is provided by 4 slabs in pairs,
resting on supports at the banks and on a central pier, which comprises three large blocks resting on a boulder
on the stream bed. It appears that the slab outer edges have been faced with flat stones which protrude slightly
above them. Two large vertical stones form a gateway on the south bank, and a metal hand rail is attached at the
west face, both modern features. It seems that the bridge is part of a well-documented trail, but estimation of its
age is very difficult; the Listing suggests 17/18th century, and I can do no better than that.
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Y7. Hebden Packhorse Bridge spans the Hebden Water in the middle of the town of Hebden Bridge. It
comprises 3 segmental arches, two over water, which give a total span of 27m, of which the middle arch, the
largest contributes c9m. The fabric is coursed rubble and the flush arch rings of slightly irregular voussoirs are
lightly chamfered. The broad piers have cutwaters upstream and downstream, three of them rise to refuges in
the 2.4m wide carriageway; that to the north-west is cut off, lower down. The build date is given by all sources
as 1510, and bridge plaques refer to repairs carried out in the 17th century; further work was done in the 19th
century to raise the parapet, and the stairs to the dry arch look more recent than that. The bridge looks far less
old than it is thought to be, perhaps because of its excellent condition and the questionable whitening of the
mortar; my doubts are increased by its non-appearance on Saxton’s map of 1575, but I shall stick with the
consensus. Access is good and the photograph below was taken from downstream.
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Y8. Horsford Clapper Bridge carries a path over a stream called Moseley Beck, a stream which after name
changes meets the River Aire. It is in Horsforth in the north-west of Leeds. The bridge comprises two piers built
up with large gritstone blocks, bank supports, and a total of 8 heavy slabs which provide the walking surface
which is 2.5m wide. The piers are curved upstream. The bridge is usually dated to the 17 th century, but has
certainly been refurbished since then with the piers in particular looking quite modern, as of course are the rails
at one face. Access is easy enough from Low Lane by way of a path behind commercial buildings.
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Y9. Ilkley Bridge is now pedestrianised and crosses the River Wharfe at the west end of the town of Ilkley. The
bridge was built in the late-17th century, replacing a masonry bridge destroyed by floods in 1673, which was
presumably the bridge marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The three high segmental arches, with the central one
substantially larger, together make an elegant picture, but the steep rise towards the crown must have made the
bridge difficult to negotiate other than on foot. The total length is 48m, of which the central arch contributes
c17.5m. There are double unchamfered arch rings in two orders. The width between parapets, which have
probably been rebuilt, is close to 4m. The fabric is ashlar. The large cutwaters, upstream and downstream taper
off below the level of the road-way, but in the one jarring feature, they interrupt a string course. Access
downstream to river level is easy, but upstream the bridge is obscured by trees, though the two faces seem more
or less identical.
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Y10. Ireland Bridge carries the B6429 over
the River Aire at Bingley, a small town to the
north- west of Bradford. It comprises 6
segmental arches, spanning up to c9m each,
separated by heavy piers carrying cutwaters,
upstream and downstream. These cutwaters
are capped conically at the level of the arch
crowns and topped by pilasters which rise to
the copings of the parapets on both bridge
faces. The view alongside, taken from
downstream seems to show clear evidence
that the bridge was widened downstream, by
close to 50% to provide a carriageway of width
c6.5m (implying an original width of c4.3m).
The fabric is ashlar throughout. It seems to be
generally accepted that the bridge to be seen
now replaced a wooden bridge in 1686. It was
widened in the 1770s, and probably the parapets were rebuilt then. It seems that when this was done, an effort
was also made to ensure that both faces looked the same, so presumably the upstream cutwaters were truncated,
and pilasters (commonly 18th century features) were added. Access is fairly good around the bridge; the view
below is from upstream.
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Y11. Kexby Bridge carried the A1079 road across the River Derwent, a few miles east of York, but was
bypassed by a new bridge in the 1960s. Since one parapet bears an inscription stating that the bridge was built
in 1650, it may seem that there should be little room for doubt on that matter, but Jervoise stated correctly that
the bridge has three segmental arches, as also described by Leland, and that each arch has three chamfered
arch rings built in three orders, ‘a feature seldom seen in bridges built after the 16th century’. The British History
website also casts doubts on 1650 being the build-date, and a bridge is marked here on Saxton’s map of 1575;
it is likely that the arches date to the 1420s, when the first stone bridge is said to have been built, but that the
upper structure, including the parapets, and possibly the cutwaters, were rebuilt in 1650, leaving the present flat
profile. Turning back to what is actually visible, the fabric is described in the Listing as ashlar and red brick; my
photograph, of some of the upstream face, taken from the bypass shows only the former. There are triangular
cutwaters on the pillars with pyramidal tops, which come to a point below a string course at the base of the
parapets. Jervoise states that the roadway is 4.5m wide, and that the total length is close to 40m; with arches
of equal span, each contributing c11m. The fact that the pier breadth is close to a third of the arch span is another
strong indicator of the medieval origins of the bridge. The bridge is only really visible from upstream, and much
obscured by bushes at that face as indicated by the photograph which shows only 2 of the 3 arches.
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Y12. Lady’s Bridge crosses the River Don
near the centre of Sheffield. It comprises 5
segmental arches giving a total length of 40m,
though only four can be seen with one
allegedly hidden by adjoining buildings. The
appearance is almost entirely attributable to
widening operations in 1761, 1865, and 1909.
A medieval bridge built in 1486, which
succeeded a wooden bridge and carried a
chapel, was 4.4m wide, and appears on
Saxton’s 1575 map. The 1761 widening
added 3.3m at the western (upstream) face
and it is that extension, ashlar and classical in
style which is seen now from that direction.
Then in 1865, 4.3m was added to the east
face, and finally in 1909, another 2.9m was
added, with this extension being carried on girders supported by white-painted iron columns. Metal railings at each
face add to the modern appearance of a bridge which is now about 15m wide. The evidence of antiquity is scant,
but shown in the photograph above. The four unchamfered ribs in the soffits of the southern arch are clearly visible,
though only one can just be seen in the next arch along. Observations in 1909 reported that there were ribs below
three of the arches, which is an indication that the spans have remained unchanged since medieval times at
c7.5m. Unfortunately the angle of view is unhelpful in answering the question as to whether the ribbed portion of
the arch is pointed, but I have a suspicion that it might be. The bridge can be viewed from most directions.
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Y13. Lumb Packhorse Bridge crosses
Crimsworth Dean Beck immediately upstream
of a waterfall, 4½km north of Hebden Bridge.
The setting is a noted beauty spot, as
suggested by the photograph alongside, and
Hinchliffe lists packhorse trails heading for
Hebden Bridge which would have used the
bridge. The lower photograph shows the very
rough construction of the rubble bridge, which
has a near semi-circular form, and spans
4.5m. There are single arch rings made of
roughly shaped voussoirs. The bridge is 1.5m
wide, and there are no parapets; the painted
rails are likely to be a fairly recent addition. As
usual with such bridges, definitive dating is
impossible, but the consensus places it in the
17/18th century category. There are no
problems with access, save some climbing to
get there.
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Y14. Mellor Bridge Given its location immediately in front of the parish church near the centre of the village of
Marsden, south-west of Huddersfield, it is hard to escape the notion that for all its ‘packhorse’ dimensions, this
bridge is more about local access than a long distance route. It carries a path over the River Colne, a tributary
of the east-flowing River Calder. The bridge comprises a single segmental arch with a span of 10m, and is of
ashlar construction. The parapets are 0.85m high and enclose a cobbled pathway of width 0.9m. The
overwhelming impressions made by the bridge, shown below, are of a neat but heavy artefact, and it does not
look very old. However, the Listing puts it in the near-standard category for similar bridges, of 17/18th century,
and I shall stick with that. Access is very good.
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Y15. Mytholmroyd Bridge over the River
Calder is in the centre of the township from
which it gets its name, about a mile east of
Hebden Bridge. A bridge dating to 1684 is
stated by the Listing to survive at its west face,
(Jervoise puts forward evidence of a bridge
present in 1638). This bridge is said to
comprise 2 segmental arches of dressed
stone, each with a span of 12.5m, and
separated by a central chamfered pier.
Apparently this bridge was widened to the
east in 1823-4 in rock faced stone, again with
2 segmental arches with keystones and a
central pier which breaks forward to a pointed cutwater; similar land arches to either side are just visible with
banking against them. More recently the east face has been further altered by supporting a heavy beam on the
cutwater, and building a footpath with metal railings on top. The original width was only 2.7m, but the 19th century
widening added 3m, evidence in the soffits, can just about be seen in the photograph. It should be emphasised
that the photograph shows the newer face to the east (downstream); I was unable to obtain a corresponding
photograph from the west, because lack of access and none has been posted on the internet. I still have
considerable doubts about the true age of the bridge, but stick with 1684.
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Y16. Newsholme Dean Bridge crosses Dean
Beck, which drains eventually into the River
Aire, beside a farm of that name, 4½km west
of Keighley. The bridge of interest is the
cantilever

bridge,

to

the

photograph rather than the

right
19th

in

the

century

arched bridge adjacent to it. The centre slab
is 2.4m long, 0.6m wide and 0.25m thick, and
rests on a rather rickety looking pile of
stones. However it is kept in place by the other
two slabs, which bridge the gaps between it and the two banks, though it must be admitted that one of them also
seems to rest insecurely on piled up blocks. As to the age of the bridge, it has been linked to ancient packhorse
routes, though one cannot really imagine a horse traversing it; perhaps the horse waded alongside while the
master remained dry-shod. I shall place a completely arbitrary 17/18th century date on it, though it could be older;
I suspect rebuilding, albeit with the same masonry, may have been necessary a few times during its lifetime.
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Y17. Otley Bridge carries the B6451 over the
River Wharfe and links the two halves of Otley
Town. The eastern, downstream face dates to
1228, when the then Archbishop of York,
titular Lord of the Manor of Otley, had the
bridge built. It is marked on Saxton’s map of
1575. It was substantially altered, including
widening on the western (upstream) face, in
1775-6. Growth of traffic in the twentieth century and demands for a safe pedestrian crossing, resulted in the
addition of a cantilevered walkway on the eastern side, in 1957. However beneficial this addition has proved, it
has largely ruined the view of an ancient monument, and should surely have been added at the already altered
western face. The masonry bridge as first built of coursed, squared rubble was c8m high and 63m long. It now
comprises seven segmental arches of differing spans. The five central arches which are original and are all close
to 9m in span, have four slightly chamfered ribs occupying half the width of their soffits, towards the downstream
(eastern) face, and double chamfered arch rings in two orders; these features are shown in the photograph taken
from the east, presented above. Repairs were made after flood damage in 1673, then, in the 18th century widening
was effected by attaching a new bridge upstream, retaining the main elements of the configuration, but adding an
arch at each end to afford a wider passage for the water, as the river is prone to flooding. The parapets were also
rebuilt. As a result the carriageway increased in width from 2.7m to 6.3m. There is a riverside park downstream
of the bridge, from which it is easily viewed, but the land upstream is private. The lower photograph depicts the
general appearance, viewed from downstream (east), with the railed walkway all too prominent.
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Y18. Oxygrains PH Bridge on Rishworth Moor is immediately south of the A672, where both cross the outflow
from the Green Withens Reservoir, which finds its way to the River Calder. The bridge is a single segmental
arch of span 4.8m, made up only of dressed arch stones, in a single layer, together with rubble abutments. The
grass-covered pathway is 2.5m wide, and there are no parapets; it is reached from the east by climbing slab
steps, to the left on the photograph below. It is thought to date from the 17th century, and was presumably on a
track which preceded the road that now overshadows it. The condition of the surviving stonework is good enough
to suggest fairly recent refurbishment. The bridge is easily observed from a lay-by on that road.
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Y19. Roche Abbey Bridge is on the site of the abbey in a valley south west of the A634, south of Maltby. The
Maltby Dike which feeds the River Idle, and eventually the River Trent divides the site and acts as the main
drain; it is bridged at the south-eastern edge of the complex of buildings. (There was probably another bridge
between the lay brother’s dormitory and their infirmary at the south-west corner of the site, but it no longer exists).
In addition a number of buildings extended over the stream, namely the refectory, dormitory, and latrines, and
the decay of the site has left the structures which supported their walls and floors looking rather like wide bridges,
but they are not considered as such here. The south-east bridge was the main access between the church and
cloisters to the north of the stream, and the infirmary and abbot’s lodging to the south. It is now at the boundary
of the site so only the upstream face with its elongated cutwater can be viewed. It has two unequal stilted
segmental arches; the larger, to the right in the photograph below, spanning c3.6m, has sagged a bit and is so
shallow that the channel is almost rectangular. There are single arch rings of shaped, irregularly sized,
voussoirs, seemingly castellated. The fabric is generally rubble, coursed in some areas and the imposts are
ashlar; nonetheless, the bridge is a surprisingly rough structure to find in an abbey precinct. There are no
parapets, and the bridge is c2.5m wide. Although building on the south bank of the stream began in the 12 th
century, it would seem more reasonable to link the bridge’s origins to those of the abbot’s lodging, built in the 14th
century.
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Y20. Rotherham Bridge probably dates to
the 15th century, although there are earlier
references to a bridge on the site; it is marked
on Saxton’s map of 1575. It was widened and
extended lengthwise in the 18th century, but
then restored as far as possible to its original
form in the 1930s, when it was bypassed. The
removal of an 18th century arch meant that it
no longer reached the west bank of the River
Don, and 3 of the 4 remaining arches are over
land. The fabric is ashlar sandstone, and
every arch is pointed, with two chamfered
arch rings and rests upon 5 chamfered ribs, as
shown alongside. Part of the river flows
through the western-most arch, which spans
c7m, and there is a cutwater upstream on the
single immersed pier; downstream there are
cutwaters on each pier. The modern parapets
enclose

a

platform

of

width,

4.6m,

presumably the original bridge width. The
bridge chapel was dedicated in 1483, but
suppressed after the Reformation. It was
built in perpendicular style from the same
sandstone as the bridge. It had various uses before being refurbished and rededicated in 1924. Access is fairly
good but because of the proximity of the new bridge and the build-up of material beneath and around the landward
arches, it is frustratingly difficult to photograph. Accordingly I have resorted to an old print to give an overview.
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Y21. Rowlands Clapper Bridge is to be found at the north end of a mill pond, formed by damming a stream
now called Paper Mill Dyke, in the small town of Tickhill. It carries a walkway over the feeder stream and
comprises two rectangular arches at the southern end, and two 19th century segmental arches mainly of brown
brick but with some stone rubble, to the north. The wooden rails and walkway surface are modern. Of the two
rectangular arches, that resting on the bank is a manufactured structure also, but entirely of rubble stone.
Similarities in the stonework incline me to the view that this arch was built at the same time as those to the
north. The remaining arch, 2nd from the right in the photograph, is of more interest because it is a true clapper
bridge formed of a single large Magnesian limestone block, resting on rough stone pillars. Its span is about
1.5m. As to its age the Listing suggests 18th century or before, while a nearby display board states that it dates
from the 13th century, which may refer to earlier bridges. Clapper bridges are near impossible to date without
documentary evidence, and this one fits that pattern so I can only place it in the 17/18th century category. It is
interesting to speculate as to why only one out of four arches might be very old. It seems unlikely that there were
ever 4 such arches, as clapper bridges are nothing if not robust and blocks weighing tons are not easily
destroyed or removed. More likely perhaps that the dam confining the pond was raised, perhaps to compensate
for silting, so broadening the stream which had to be bridged at this point. Access is good.
.
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Y22. Sowerby County Bridge is to the south-west of Halifax, and carries the A58 over the River Calder. The
first stone bridge dates from 1517; it was widened in 1632, repaired after flood damage in 1673, widened again
in 1733, and subjected to further modification and repairs in the 19 th century. It appears on Saxton’s 1575 map.
The bridge has three ashlar segmental arches, with the central one perhaps spanning c11m, but the appearance
is dominated by the wider iron framework around the masonry, with on the upstream side, latticed beams
supported on round pillars, whereas downstream they rest upon the cutwaters; some of these features are
shown in the upstream photograph at the foot of the page. The result of all this was a c7.5m wide carriageway,
with two generous footpaths just over a metre wide. The effect of a widening exercise on the enclosed masonry
structure is clearly seen in the soffits when they are viewed from upstream as in the upper left hand photograph;
it seems that the width was roughly doubled, so it might originally have been c3.5m. Jervoise describes double
arch rings in two orders, both chamfered, and the upper right hand photograph, taken from downstream, confirms
their presence, so it is plausible to suggest that this is an original face dating to the early 16 th century.
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Y23. Strines Packhorse Bridge: I was only
able

to

observe

this

bridge

from

a

considerable distance; it crosses the Colden
Water, a tributary of the River Calder, to the
north-west of the hamlet of Jack Bridge, and
4½km north-west of Hebden Bridge. The
photograph was taken by a Mr. Carter. The
arch

is

segmental

and

according

to

Hinchcliffe, spans 6.6m, the trackway width is
0.8m between parapets 0.45m high. The fabric
is rubble, and the single, flush arch rings are
made up of stubby roughly shaped voussoirs,
while the parapets are very large blocks once stapled together. Hinchcliffe speculates as to the route which might
have utilised the bridge, though steps leading onto it cast doubt on any designation as a packhorse bridge. The
Listing suggests that it may have been built in the 17th century, but I shall place it in the 17/18th century category,
mainly on the grounds of its excellent condition.
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Y24. Wakefield Bridge which crosses the
River Calder has now been bypassed, but
used to carry the A638 south-east to
Doncaster. It dates from the first half of the
14th century, though it was widened upstream
in 1758 and again in 1797. As viewed at the
(largely) unaltered downstream face, it has 9
pointed arches with double chamfered arch
rings,

and

most

of

them retain

three

chamfered ribs close to this face, as shown
alongside. The fabric is mainly squared
rubble, though there has been insensitive repair work, as to the ashlar cutwater shown. The total length of the
bridge is just less than 100m, with the individual spans each just over 8m; the present carriageway width is close
to 9m, but originally it may have been around half as great, i.e. c4.5m. The upstream aspect which results from
the widening operations is very different; the arches are plain segmental, and the fabric is wholly ashlar. The
parapets are also comparatively modern, probably of the 19th century. Unusually, Wakefield Bridge still carries a
chantry chapel, dedicated to St. Mary the Virgin, which was erected in the late 14 th century. Corbelling increased
the width of the chapel from less than 3m at river level to 7.5m at carriageway level. Such chapels were disused
after the reformation and by the 19th century, when Sir George Gilbert Scott undertook a restoration, it was in
ruins. Unaccountably, the respected architect allowed the original decorated front to be removed to a landowner’s
country park, rather than restoring it in situ, and compounded matters by procuring a carved replacement in soft
stone which has worn very badly.
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An 18th-century print by Reinagle shows the whole bridge and the chapel, a view impossible to obtain now

This unusual packhorse bridge is to be found
immediately to the south of Wakefield Bridge,
almost as a continuation. It was built in 1730,
and

its

3

nearly

semi-elliptical

arches

contribute to a total length of just over 15m.
The bridge is 1.5m wide and the parapets are
0.75m high. The ashlar fabric has been
exceptionally well maintained for almost three
centuries, but the original function of the
bridge is unclear.
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Y25. Wetherby Bridge now carries the A661
across the River Wharfe, south of the small
town of Wetherby, but until bypassed in the
20th century, it was a part of the Great North
Road. A plaque on the bridge credits Walter
de Gray, Archbishop of York with initiating the
building of the bridge in1233, and it appears
on Saxton’s 1575 map, but at road level, and
looking only at the faces there is little evidence
of medieval origins. The 6 arches are all
segmental in elevation; these faces date from
widening operations carried out upstream in
1773 and downstream in 1826, both are made
of

regular

squared

blocks,

roughened

downstream. The upper photograph shows
the underside of the northern flood arch (the
arch next to it, also now a flood arch is similar); the central portions presumed to correspond to the original bridge,
are semi-circular with narrow ribs in the imposts. The bridge was 3.5m wide before 1773, but is now 11.5m wide.
The medieval appearance is shown in the early 19th century print of the downstream aspect immediately below,
with the two southern arches pointed and with double chamfered arch rings; there are indications, but of ribs, and
more clearly of the 1773 upstream widening which had already taken place. The present appearance is shown
over the page.
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The photograph above is also a downstream view, and shows the changes made by the rebuild in the 1820s,
some of which were decorative, like the pilasters and rounded cutwaters, but others were fundamental. Width
increase was a major purpose, but in addition the crown was completely removed to give a flat profile, and the
arch extensions were made far shallower than the stilted segmental, otherwise near-semi-circular, ones that had
preceded them on the north side, though the effect was less, for the pointed arches to the south. In fact, the spans
of the two southern river arches were increased from c6.7m to 11.7m, and this implies that the piers must
previously have been almost as broad as the arch spans. (This casts some doubt on the veracity of the print
above, as regards the representation of these arches before the width extension.) Tentatively, it can be suggested
that if the bridge was built in the early 13th century, it had semi-circular arches of the pattern shown in the
uppermost photograph, and very broad piers; at some time in the later medieval period, two of the arches on the
southern side, had to be replaced, perhaps in the late 15 th century, with pointed arches of rather greater span.
Thereafter there followed widening operations, first upstream, then downstream in the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Y26. Wilberfoss Bridge carries a path across the murky waters of Foss Beck in the village of Wilberfoss which
sits just north of the A1079, a few miles east of York. The single arch which spans close to 4m is very slightly
pointed and there are single flush arch rings. The fabric is coursed dressed rubble, with prominent red brick
patching. The bridge has no real parapets enclosing the pathway which is about 1m wide, but the white wooden
balustrades are an obvious late (20th century) addition. The Listing describes the bridge as possibly late
medieval (15th century), and the appearance together with the existence at that time of a priory on the site of the
nearby parish church provides support for that contention. Access is good around the bridge.
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Y27. Willow Bridge is a packhorse bridge
which crosses the River Don, at the bottom of
a steep slope north of the B6462, in the village
of Oxspring just east of Penistone. It
comprises a single high segmental arch
resting on two ribs, and spanning 9m. The
fabric is a mix of coursed squared rubble and
ashlar blocks in the ribs, voussoirs and
springing of the arch. The width between
parapets, which are 0.95m high is fractionally
less than 0.9m. The bridge clearly fits the
description ‘packhorse’ on the basis of its
dimensions and authorities like Hinchcliffe
have had no difficulty in defining the route from Wakefield of which it formed part. There is as usual some doubt
about its build date, with the Listing going for the 17 th century, while a locally produced pamphlet goes for a
suspiciously precise date of 1734; I am afraid the catch-all 17/18th century is the best I am going to do. The setting
is as fine as the bridge itself, but in summer at least, the obscuration by trees and shrubs is excessive, so I have
been compelled to use the trimmed postcard above, and another photograph taken from the internet.
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Note on Survival Rates.
In the information sheets, I make many references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a
surviving bridge is thought on the basis of other evidence to have been built in the 16th century or earlier,
appearance on this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. However, there is
more to be gleaned from Saxton’s extraordinary maps, which cover most counties of England. I have counted 57
bridges in Yorkshire (East, South, West) on his map. Of them, it is my judgement that 6 still stand, at least in part,
and are thus in my compendium, an 11% survival rate. This is another reminder that the bridges which remain
from that period are only a smallish sample of those which once stood.
Otherwise, I have identified 10 standing bridges built before 1600 in Yorkshire (East, South, West), which can be
compared with 6 still standing out of Saxton’s 57. So 4 bridges, were not included by Saxton for various reasons
that can be imagined, and no doubt there are others in the category which have since disappeared. I am not willing
to try to quantify the number, but there were perhaps more than 70 bridges in Yorkshire (East, South, West),
towards the end of the 16th century.
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